interested in what he had to say, and stood
motionless, watching and listening. But, in-
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student,

their strike meeting yesterday with their ears
burning. For Raymond L. Buell, the speaker
to deliver the main

address,

turned
the views held by

bucket of cold logic over
the I 'diversity’s dominant group of peacelovers, who had hoped their views might be
the key-note of the demonstration.

a

Buell argued for the constructive
pacifism which the Fmerald—pardon '•

modesty—lias endeavored to support in
the past few weeks. Contradicting a sign
borne by one enthusiast, which said “There is
no such thing as a good war or a bad
peace,’’
our

internationalist declared the distinction
between war and peace to be meaningless.
We are living in a system, he said, in which

negative approach

will be

war

prevent,

to the
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unavailing.
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simply
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papers no end. He may
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even
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Leighton.

Pi

be done to promote peace.
And
to us. constitutes the very opposite from
the misty idealism of adherents to the Oxford
pledge. Mr. Buell is possessed of idealism,
too, but his is of a realistic, practical sort.
*

be said of the

the crowd received Mr. Buell’s
speech. We were standing in the back row
and had a chance to look over the whole assemblage, and we must remark that there was
way

great variety of attention given the speaker.
A substantial share of the group was really

a
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proposal for representative elections of student
body officers, or
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hody presidency via
this method. Ho will be an outcast among his brethren.
No
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appoint people to other
puppet places will he hold. No
right to expect a hit of comfy
hack-scratching on occasion—
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cent cut of 1938 appropriations,
stabilized the European situation had others on her list who were to
reduction of the budget $400,000,by rearming, thereby forcing the receive offers, but it seems that
000 and balance for the first time
totalitarian powers to listen to her some finally became suspicious and
since Hoover's administration.
once more. Mr. Buell deplored this due to fear of being found out, she
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house sentiment differed. Agriworked, while negative pacifism Referee Safe
culture leaders decried economy
would have been futile.
W. T. Osborne, Acadia university
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in Canada, has originated a new
Mar Aversion Possible
It was the speaker's belief that system of basketball refereeing
war could be averted barring acci- that calls for the referee to watch
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DU,
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of our line, but rumor says its only Y” for tea, work, or study during
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Maybe,
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train. (I might disagree here to
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Morrison’s
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Plans to formulate a state within the nation to act as the government of 50,000 Navajo Indians of affair will be E. E. Marsh, S. E.
Arizona were begun at a recent convention at Window Hock Reservation, part of which is shown above. Marsh, Mr. and Mrs. Mike MikuThe Redmen plan their own constitution, president, unicameral legislature and other government depart- lak, and Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Lind-
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would cooperate with some
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Semi-Formal Saturday

and what itches there are. And,

“GO TO IT, FROSH!”
I heartily agree with my friend
“J. L." in the fact that something ought to be done
about the "O" on Skinner's Butte. But as nothing
has been done yet, it will be up to the freshmen to
preserve the old tradition of painting the “O” during Junior weekend.
Last year only one freshman took the
slippery
trip down the letter’s smooth surface. What a.
thrill this lad got when he left the smooth concrete and landed on some jagged rocks! J. L. was
right when he said “lots of our freshmen would
get a thrill from sliding on some fresh, yellow
paint."
This year, however, with a little
previous arrangement, the freshmen may once more slide
one by one down the “O" in a foam of
yellow paint.
My advice to the freshman class is that they either
file down the rough, abrupt
ending of the slide,
or that they eliminate a few of the
jars by pilingup some old mattresses, blankets, or other spoils
from the spring house-cleaning. Go to it, frosh!

must
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To the Editor:

Mr. Buell showed a view of war and peace
that is sane and constructive, lie excavated
the deeper causes of war and told what actu-

probably

University

ASUC is behind ol’

aired in this column are not necessarily
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the

the other

avoids such Stub Allison ragged he will be able
to come out in print and
say the
he branded

rebels.
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repel possible

expressive of

tlu- lack of which is the underwar. Talk of peace which doeslying
n’t include this undertaking is senseless.
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that,

to

was

unusual.

Campus

and expect our voice to be effective.
If peace is to be achieved and maintained, the
world must be reorganized for social and ecocause

which

view, that is the
jpKO.M
greatest fault in the type of pacifism expressed on this campus. The ideology is too
esoteric, too incomprehensible to the minds
of the great number of students, who regard
such stuff as they might the worship of
Vishnu. In fact, the movement does smack too
much of culfishness. Probably !)!l per cent of
the students on this campus are opposed to
war, and, theoretically they should be convertible to pacifism. But they won't be enlisted to a kind of pacifism that calls for such
“screwy” things as waving placards, “striking.’’ adhering to the Oxford pledge, and
“fasting for Spain.” If an effective movement against war is ever to be organized, if
those who are sincerely desirous of peace
are ever to be actively and unitedly engaged
to action, then pacifism must be divested of

son

light’’

nomic

or

all the sentimental and emotional trimmings
from which the hard-thinking, ordinary per-
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Of course, what these pacifist leaders had
Next fall the young man on the
in mind was to create a militant enthusiasm Cal campus will be able to strut
for their cause. But, in their methods, what around and get his name in the
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